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 Gati Shakti Vishwavidyalaya

Gati Shakti Vishwavidyalaya (GSV), a Central University and a pioneer in the
domain of transportation education in India, embodies vision of the Hon’ble
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi Ji. Created in 2022 by an Act of
Parliament, GSV’s inception goes back to National Rail and Transportation
Institute (NRTI), which was established in 2018 as a Deemed to be University
under De Novo category.

Being a University of first-of-its-kind focused on transport-related
education, multidisciplinary research and training, GSV is specifically
established to create a resource pool of best-in-class professionals for the
entire transportation sector across technology, economics and management
through a variety of programs including regular education, executive and
continuing education as well as skilling. As a futuristic initiative of
Government of India, GSV believes in shaping graduates and postgraduates
who are uniquely qualified to pursue and excel in careers in transportation-
related industries and crucially cater to the shifting needs and rising
demands of the global economic order.

GSV offers multi-disciplinary programmes based on demand-driven
curriculum which is woven around industry priorities in order to meet the
industry needs of the transportation sector.

In tune with the globally acclaimed best practices, GSV follows a highly
experiential and unique inter-disciplinary pedagogical approach that
incorporates the latest technologies such as live classrooms, online
programmes and sessions engaged by high quality faculty with global
exposure. Students of GSV are uniquely qualified to pursue and excel in
careers to match the contemporary demands of the globalized economy.



GSV Campus

GSV is, currently, located inside the National Academy of Indian Railways’
campus in Vadodara, Gujarat. The 55 Acres campus is a wooden sanctuary
enlivened by the calls of peacocks and migratory birds. The campus also
houses the Pratap Vilas Palace, a historical monument. The Palace, designed
by C.F. Stevens in renaissance style, was built in the year 1914.

The campus life, in the luxurious sylvan surroundings, promises students
the best possible ambience for intellectual and academic pursuits. The
campus is equipped with the modern facilities viz. state of the art air-
conditioned classrooms, hostel accommodation, Wi-Fi etc.

Academic Programmes
The University, currently, offers the following academic programmes
focused on transportation and logistics:

B.Tech (Rail Infrastructure Engineering)

B.Tech (Rail Systems & Communication Engineering)

B.Tech (Mechanical & Rail Engineering)

BBA (Transportation Management)

B.Sc. (Transportation Technology)

MBA (Logistics & Supply Chain Management)

MBA (Transport Economics & Management)

M.Sc. (Transport Information Systems & Analytics)

M.Sc. (Railways Systems Engineering & Integration) - 
a dual degree program with University of Birmingham, UK



GSV Faculty

Dr. C.P. Nanda 
Professor 
Ph.D, JNU

Dr. Jitesh Thakkar 
Professor
Ph.D, IIT Delhi

Dr. Edwin Raj 
Professor 
Ph.D, IIT Roorkee

Dr. Venkat Chintala 
Associate Professor 
Ph.D, IIT Delhi

Dr. Hari K Gaddam, 
Assistant Professor 
Ph.D, IIT Delhi

Dr. Abhilasha Saksena
 Ass t Professor 
Ph.D, Tohoku University, Japan

Dr. Sunil Kumar Sharma, 
Ass  Professor 
Ph.D, IIT Roorkee

Dr. Ram Krishna Upadhyay 
Ass  Professor 
Ph.D, IIT Dhanbad

Dr. Pradeep 
Assistant Professor
Ph.D, IIT Hyderabad

Dr. Jyoti Sharma 
Ass   Professor 
Ph.D, University of Delhi

Dr. Pradeep K Saroj 
Ass  Professor 
Ph. D, IIT Dhanbad

Dr. Navneet Sharma
Ass  Professor 
Ph. D, IIT Indore



Prominent Visiting Faculty

Dr. O.P. Agarwal
CEO, World Resources Institute
Masters in Transportation, MIT, USA; PhD
Transport Economics, IIT Delhi

Dr. Sandhya Shekhar
PGDM, IIM Bangalore; PhD, IIT Madras;
Former CEO, IIT Madras Research Park

Dr. Narayan Rangaraj
B.Tech., IIT Bombay, PhD, The Johns
Hopkins Univ.; Professor, IIT Bombay

Dr. Rekha Jain
Ex-Professor, IIM Ahmedabad
PhD, IIT

Dr. L.S. Ganesh
Professor, IIT Madras
PhD , IIT

Dr. Gopal R. Patil
Professor, IIT Bombay
PhD, Rensselaer Polytech. Institute,  NY;

Dr. Ankur Kulshrestha
Adjunct Professor, BIMTECH
CFA, CA; Doctoral Fellow, IIM

Dr. G. Raghuram
Ex-Director, IIM Bangalore
B.Tech., IIT Madras; PGDM, IIM
Ahmedabad;

Mr. Saurabh Mittal
B.Tech., IIT Delhi; MBA, Oxford Uni.;
Member, Governing Board, IIT Mandi

Dr. Kamal Kishore Sharma
Professor, IIM Kozhikode
Ex Vice Chancellor (A), Ansal University
Fellow, IIM

Mr. Apoorv Bamba
Co-Founder & CEO,
Ingenious Faces

Dr. Vijaya Sunder
Assistant Professor, ISB Hyderabad
PhD, IIT Madras

Dr. Usha Mohan
Professor, IIT Madras
PhD, Indian Statistical Institute

Dr. Hasmukh Gajjar
Associate Professor, IIM Indore
PhD, IIT Bombay



International Collaboration
GSV has forged academic partnerships with top-ranked global universities offering opportunities
for student and faculty exchange, joint research and learning,

Cornell University, USA Japan Transport and Tourism 
Research Institute, Japan

Russian University of Transport,
Moscow, Russia

University of California, 
Berkeley USA

St. Petersburg State Transport
University, Russia

University of Birmingham, 
UK



MBA (Transport Economics & Management)

Academic Curriculum

Modelling through
spreadsheets & R
programming
Transport and supply chain
ecosystem
Principles of Accounting
Business statistics
Marketing management
Critical Thinking & Writing - I

Managing Transportation
systems
Financial management
Operations and product
management
Operation research models in
Transportation
Critical Thinking & Writing - II

Freight Management
Business law
HR & OB
Communication & story
telling
Strategy for Transport
organization
Business Research methods
Information technology for
Business Transformation

Special topics in TEM
Transportation systems safety
and reliability
Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Capstone and simulation
Business seminar - I
Elective - I
Elective - II
Elective - III

Leadership Round table
Business seminar - II
Industry practicum
Business Ethics
Terminal Management
Environmental Impact -
Transportation systems
Transport Economics

Warehouse design and
management
Technologies for transportation
systems
Transport network models
Analytical tools for data
structuring and visualization

This programme focuses on building a strong foundation in theories, methods and tools needed to
design, organise and supervise transportation systems. The programme stresses effective
development of analytical, problem-solving and management skills, with a strong focus on
sustainability.



MBA (Logistics & Supply Chain Management)

Academic Curriculum

Modelling through spreadsheets
& R programming
Transport and supply chain
ecosystem
Principles of Accounting
Business statistics
Marketing management
Critical Thinking & Writing - I

Fundamentals of SCM
Financial management
Operations and product
management
Operation research models in
Transportation
Critical Thinking & Writing - II

Retail Management
Business law
HR & OB
Communication & story
telling
Strategy for Supply chain
Business Research methods
Information technology for
Business Transformation

Special topics in SCM
Warehouse design and
management
Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Capstone and simulation
Business seminar - I
Electives

Leadership Round table
Business seminar - II
Green Supply chain
Industry practicum
Business Ethics
Terminal Management
Revenue management

Transportation systems safety
and reliability
Technologies for transportation
systems
Transport network models
Analytical tools for data
structuring and visualization

This programme is designed to equip young professionals with a foundation in theories, methods,
and tools for managerial and analytical skills for design, integration and coordination of supply
chains at multiple levels, bringing innovative and dynamic solutions to a fast-paced business
environment.



Abhay Gupta, Graduation - BBA
Abhay is disciplined and a sports enthusiast who had contributed and played at
many events displaying team building. He is also proficient in MS Office. He is
always eager to learn new skills to improve himself. During his internship he
learned about the Logistics of Reefer and Dry containers where he explored the
process cycle of cargo movement in containerized form for export & import and
domestic market in multi modal Transport.

Adhip Banik, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Adhip is a charismatic and diligent leader. He is also the class representative of his
batch. He is a mechanical engineer with experience in a heavy engineering
automotive company. During his tenure of internship with Raymond Ltd. at Vapi,
Gujarat, he undertook two projects: OTIF analysis and improvement of the plant,
and logistics analysis of two service providers of Raymond.

Aditya Devgirkar, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Aditya Devgirkar is a responsible person who wants to do things successfully. He
is ambitious who thrives on challenges. He completed his Internship at Volvo
Eicher Commercial Vehicle under a fleet manager. Where he got to learn about
management of fleet and management of employees, to keep track of vehicle
fitness and also how to operate in most efficient way.

Alaric N. Sangma, Graduation - B.Com
Researched on the project titled, “The Impact of Railway Network on Urban
Transport in the Guwahati Metropolitan Area”. Strategized the movement of trains
in elephant corridors and suggested implementable mass transit options along
with their routes. Aimed to improve the current situation of traffic in the city by
minimizing the use of private vehicles while encouraging mass transit. Gave
suggestions to minimize the carbon emissions from vehicles.

Aman Verma, Graduation - BBA
Aman is Highly dedicated student with expertise in finance, Transportation
Economics Management .He has good analytical. entrepreneurial and
communicating abilities. He believes in understanding another person's point of
view with empathy. He can work under pressure and multi-task with ease and is a
good team player and leader. He did his internship at Airports Authority of India,
Varanasi in Terminal Operations department.

Ankur, Graduation - B.Tech (EEE)
Ankur ,23 year old completed BTech in EEE from SRM IST, Chennai now pursuing
MBA in TEM from GSV. Did internship in CONCOR ,TKD ,Delhi. He is both simple
and complex. Beauty captivates him and he see it everywhere. He loves people and
cherish his time alone. He is good at many things. He love his home and have a
constant urge to travel.

MBA (Transport Economics & Management)

Students' Profiles



Anukriti Krishna, Graduation - B.Tech (Civil)
Anukriti Krishna is a responsible person who wants to do things successfully. She
is ambitious who thrives on challenges. She completed his Internship at AAI
Varanasi. Where She got to learn about documentation which are needed for the
Airway Bill generation. to Calculate air freight of the commodities. Learned
procedures for exporting and importing. and management of employees.

Anurag Dubey, Graduation - BBA
Anurag Dubey is an enthusiastic individual who is pursuing MBA in Transport
Economics & Management after graduating from BBA. He did his internship from
Container Corporation of India, which have given him the exposure to
transportation industry. He is also a problem solving individual who can work
efficiently in pressure situation.

Archisman Bhattacharyya, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Archisman is a driven, ambitious person who has a strong enthusiasm for the
logistics and transportation sector. He is currently pursuing a concentration in
Transport Economics and Management. During his internship at CONCOR, he had
a fantastic learning experience and developed a greater understanding of their rail-
side operations, stack management, warehouse management, customs and EXIM
procedures. He wants to be a part of a field where he can put into practice his
knowledge and experience, ultimately benefiting the operations of the
organization that he works for.

Ashleena Sharley Aiven, Graduation - B.Tech (EEE)
Ashleena Sharley Aiven is passionate about pursuing a career in the transport and
logistics sector. She has recently pursued her internship at RITES Ltd. Bengaluru
in the Urban Engineering & Sustainability Division. She is a fresher graduate in
Electrical and Electronics Engineering. She is competent in public speaking and
interpersonal communication. A meticulous professional with a solid analytical
and data-driven mindset, who is willing to contribute to an organization's
objectives while gaining valuable industry experience.

Bhanu Pratap Singh, Graduation - B.Sc. (Hons.)

Bhanu is one of the most dynamic personalities. His ability in team formation is
commendable. His positive perspective towards life and incredible critical data
analytics skill makes him stand out. Being a Project Management intern at CABT
Logistics, he prominently handled the First and Last Mile projects of various E-
Commerce clients. He is certified in Power BI and is an expert in creating attractive
and illustrative dashboards. He is future ready to take up new challenges.

Devashree Kapse, Graduation -BE (Civil)
She has 3 yrs. of experience in the industry along with hands on experience of
tools like AutoCAD, Hec Ras, E survey. She has completed her internship with
statutory body under Border Management Department "Land Ports Authority of
India" where she is responsible for the traffic design model planning in ICP
Rupaidiha,UP which is first ICP in UP, India.



Dhananjay Kumar Mahato, Graduation - B.Tech (ECE)
He is Dhananjay Kumar Mahato, a people-loving and results-oriented person.
That's why he chose RITES for his internship where he visited 3 different sites and
learned about the loading and unloading of goods. Also constantly check in with
the goal of route optimization and how close, he is, and what it will take to make
the project feasible.

Goutam R Shet, Graduation - BE (Mechanical)
Goutam is very much enthusiastic towards railways and that's the reason why he
aimed to pursue MBA from GSV itself. He has good communicating abilities and
can easily handle work pressure without any complain. On his Internship at Rail
India Technical and Economic Service Ahmedabad, Gujarat he learnt on how the
organization deals with their clients like NHSRCL and CONCOR and has shined out
as a people's person. He adapts to any environment very easily and is a quick
learner.

Gyanda Sharma, Graduation - B.Com
Gyanda Sharma is a highly motivated individual who shows professionalism in her
work. She is optimistic and hard working. During her internship at CONCOR she
showed her problem solving skills with an innovative approach to find out
existing gaps to improve container movement efficiency. She is a good team player
and who can manage well under pressure. She likes to read and explore new
places.

Hanshul Dayma, B.Com (Economic and Commerce)
Hanshul has done B.Com at graduation level from Delhi University. He has
undertaken his Industry Internship at RITES with a project titled "Export
ofpassenger coaches and DEMU coaches from MCF, Raebareli to Mazambique. He
is dynamic and hard working.

Harish Kesari, Graduation - BA(Economics)
I am Harish Kesari from GSV MBA. I have a Specialization in Transport Economics
& Management, International Economics, International Relations and Insurance
Sector. I have an Interest to learn foreign language and Immerging technology
which can make our life and country relation easier with other part of world.

Harnisha Sarkar, Graduation - BE (Metallurgy)
Skilled communicator with 4 years of experience in an IT Company providing
companies with successful solutions to building organisational success. Assessing
acquisition opportunities, and identifying new markets. Got an opportunity for six
weeks training in Container Corporation of India where explored all the activities
of Rail side operations, Rack Management, Rack maintenance, and
Containerization at ICD Tughlakabad.



Hemant Sanvriya, Graduation - B.Tech (Diary Tech.)
Hemant is organized, diligent, honest, and displays high standards of work ethics.
He is self-motivated, loyal, and a positive person who can manage well under
pressure. During his internship at NHSRCL, Ahmedabad, he worked on a project
for the commercialization of Sabarmati Hub. Being a creative and articulate person
enables him to provide practical solutions that bring about positive change. He
likes to travel and explore new places in his free time. and try to serve humanity at
every step of the way.

Nirali Raj, Graduation - BE (ECE)
Skilled communicator with 4 years of experience in an IT Company providing
companies with successful solutions to building organisational success. Assessing
acquisition opportunities, and identifying new markets. Got an opportunity for six
weeks training in Container Corporation of India where explored all the activities
of Rail side operations, Rack Management, Rack maintenance, and
Containerization at ICD Tughlakabad.

Poonam Shende, Graduation - B.Sc. (Maths)
My name is Poonam Shende. I belong to Bhopal Madhya Pradesh. I am pursuing
MBA (TEM) from GSV, Vadodara, Gujarat. I have completed my graduation from
Barkatullah university Bhopal. And matriculation from moahgaon haveli, Madhya
Pradesh. She was an intern (associate operation manager) at DTDC Express Indore
in Madhya Pradesh. The roles and responsibilities assigned to her were to keep
track of the best route for the goods. She took the lead in the project "First Mile to
Last Mile." Gathering information, presenting, and coming up with innovative
ideas were the major responsibilities she took on.

Pradyum Kumar, Graduation - B.Sc. (Physics)
Pradyum is a dedicated and hardworking individual with an interest in learning
and imbibing new skills, always ready to face challenges. His keen interest is in
urban transport system and warehousing. During his Internship at Rites, he gets
an exposer and work with a team on two project to understand process through
which RITES win a project, execute it. He reliably endeavours to refine his
exhibition.

Praveen Kumar, Graduation -B.Tech (Elec. Engg)
Praveen has worked in diverse areas such as Electrical Maintenance, Power
Distribution, and Project Management for more than 6 years. He is a dedicated and
hard-working person with an interest in learning new skills. During his summer
Internship at CONCOR-ICD, he worked on Rail operations and Stack Management,
and gain real-time experience in the Transportation sector. His key strengths are
leading the team and getting things done.

Ravi Madheshiya, Graduation -B.Voc (Retail & logistics)
Ravi is a highly motivated and energetic individual with a passion for the
Transport management and logistics sector. During his two-month tenure as a
KAM intern, at Carry fast logistics Pvt Ltd he optimized warehouse operations and
provided valuable insights in minimizing turnaround time of B2B service and
minimizing the freight of cholayil (medimix). He is a good team player, and a good
leader During his internship.



Shagun Garg, Graduation -B.Tech (Mechanical)
Shagun is an eloquent speaker with active listening skills. He is an athlete which
has improved upon his team building, leadership and people management skills.
His 4 yrs. of experience in B2B Sales enabled him to effectively diagnose situations
and propose innovative solutions. During his internship he learned about
documentation process and challenges of freight cargo movement in container in
an ICD for Domestic and EXIM business.

Shivam Sinha, Graduation - BE (Civil)
Shivam is a highly motivated and organized individual with experience of working
in the construction sector. He is proficient at operations planning and project
management. His ability to work under pressure and multi-tasking makes him a
team player. He values time and focuses on details. He has completed his
internship in CONCOR. With skills such as Excel, AUTOCAD, STADPRO, adding to
his resume, he is a perfect candidate for transportation management jobs.

Shubham Sharma, Graduation - BBA
Shubham is a BBA graduate along with a diploma in travel and tourism,
journalism & mass communication. He interned at CONCOR & learned about ICD
operations like Railside operations, stack management & EXIM. he also have
diverse experience in event management & worked with some major companies in
this domain. clever orator with good communication skills and believes in living
life to the fullest.

Somesh Kumar Mohanty, Graduation -  B.Tech (EEE)
Somesh from Odisha. Currently I am doing my MBA in Transport and Economic
management in National Rail and Transport Institute, Gujarat. I have done my
graduation in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. I got an opportunity to do an
internship in Rites Ltd in Project management of how the projects are been carried 
out and what are the difficulties in the project completion and the factors taken
into consideration for completing a project.

Swati Amrit, Graduation - B.Sc.
Swati is a very motivated, polite, and hardworking individual. She is a highly
enthusiastic individual who is open to exploring new avenues of learning. During
her time at Rite, Ltd. and Gurugram, she gained valuable work experience. She is
keen to take on challenges and find creative and approachable solutions to
problems.

Udit Chauhan, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Udit Chauhan is a organised and goal driven individual who is looking utilize his
technical and leadership skill in an esteemed organization. He has gained
knowledge about operations of Indian Railways in various departments and
looking forward to utilize that into any opportunity given.



Vaibhav Jaydeo Khobragade, Graduation - B.Sc.
Vaibhav believes in hard work beating talent. He won Bronze in International 8th
Internet+ Innovation & Entrepreneurship competition organised by China. He has
completed his M.Sc. in applied Mathematics from NIT SURAT. He has good
teaching and analytical skills. He completed his internship at Airport Authority of
India, Varanasi in Terminal Operation. He had his delivery business, in his
hometown to deliver goods and services to village peoples.

Vaibhav Parmar, Graduation - B.Com
I am Vaibhav Parmar. I am from Vadodara (Gujarat). I completed my schooling
from Kendriya Vidyalaya and I completed my graduation in BCOM (Hons)
specialized in Banking and Insurance from Maharaja Sayajirao University in 2021.
I complete my internship from RITES and work on Construction project of
NHSRCL and CONCOR. Learn about Rails welding and Joining. Make tender and
choose appropriate contractor, etc.

Vineet Jain, Graduation - B.Com
Vineet is a young and dedicated professional devoted to producing high quality
work, values networking and is both a team player as well as leader. During his
internship at CONCOR, he optimised the warehouse efficiency & managed the rail
side operations. He has the ability to manage complex problems in a novel way.
His growth mindset and innovative ideas are assets to any team.

Vishal Jaini, Graduation - BE (Mechanical)
Vishal has done his graduation-Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical. He is
highly enthusiastic and open to explore new learnings. During his two month
internship at Alstom (Bombardier Transportation India Pvt. Ltd.) Vadodara unit,
he worked on PFEP and helped to reorganize the central warehouse by providing
valuable insights on utilizing storage bins and locations. He is eager to master his
skills on leadership and creative thinking. He has futuristic approach towards
things and always tries to come up with innovative solutions.



Abhishek Kagra, Graduation - BBE
Abhishek is a meticulous, spearheaded, conscientious, quick-witted, versatile,
ardent person who follows strict professionalism. in college, his dynamism is
appreciated by various Professors and peers. He showed tremendous skills in both
the companies- Celebi cargo Terminal Mgmt. and AAICLAS during internship and
learned about working of Air Cargo processes including EXIM Logistics, Inbound-
Outbound cargo, Documentations, Dangerous Goods Handling, Freight forwarding
and Custom clearance.

Afraz Khan, Graduation - B.Sc. Hons
Afraz is communicative, determined and creative. Determination is key in his eyes,
not giving up before achieving whatever he set his mind on. Communicating with
others is one of his favourite things to do, always eager to learn from others and
help others out wherever possible. He is fluent in skills like business analytics and
digital marketing.

Apanna Pradhan, Graduation- BE (Mechanical)
Apanna initiated her corporate journey with Tata Steel subsidiary after graduating
as a Mechanical Engineer from KIIT University, Bhubaneswar. Being a team player,
she has handled multiple challenges both in steel processing and customer
relations. With an experience of over 3 years, she is keen to push further her
journey in supply chain and operations. Apanna likes to travel and loves K-pop.

Arpan Patel, Graduation -BE (Electrical)
Arpan started his corporate life in the steel industry with CSC India Pvt. Ltd. after
graduation. He values his commitments and has worked on multiple challenges
and managed well during his tenure. He is also a certified IMS Internal auditor. He
is adept in ERP with 4 years of work experience. He has good knowledge of sales
and logistics, export activities and good communication skills. He completed his
summer internship at Alstom (Bombardier Transportation India Pvt. Ltd.)
Vadodara unit.

Arpit Mehta, Graduation - BE (MM)
Arpit is a quick learner who has great interpersonal skills which helps him to
easily adapt into new situations. During his internship at DLT Labs, his mentor
observed his skills to be a team player for sure, along with that he is very
dedicated and humble and always had the zeel to learn more and ask multiple
questions, which always made the discussion more interesting. He is always
willing to work as a key player in challenging and creative environment

Arvind Kumar Nayak, Graduation -B.Tech (CSE)
Inquisitive, Organized, Honest and Confident is what defines Arvind. During his
Summer Internship at RITES limited, he adapted to various situations and
monitored them well enough to avoid any Hindrances during the Project. He being
an Aspirant with an Excellent Communication Skills who aims to learn, develop
skills, gain experience and contribute a lot to the real-world.

MBA (Logistics and Supply Chain Management)



Ashutosh Jaiswal, Graduation - BE (Electrical)
Ashutosh is a process oriented person with good analytical skills. He is organized,
efficient and displays high standards of work ethics. He has strong foundations in
logistics & supply chain. He worked as a Strategic sourcing intern at Prakash
Chemicals International Private Limited, where he got insights on Exports of
chemicals, supplier relationship management, and market analysis of probable
exportable product based on export data.

Deepak, Graduation - B.Sc.
Deepak is hardworking and passionate person with enthusiastic approach
towards work. Done internship in Hero MotoCorp Global Part Centre. Learned the
warehouse management and dispatch processes. Load Optimization is key area to
which I am looking to work more upon after working in Hero GPC.

Gourab Panigrahi , Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Gourab is passionate about his work, because he loves what he does. He has a
steady source of motivation that drives him to do his best. He thrives on
challenges and constantly sets goals for himself. During his Internship in RITES, he
learnt about collaborative problem-solving, Dealing with a wide range of people
with flexibility and open-mindeness. He is always looking for an opportunity to do
better and achieve greatness.

Harshit Mishra, Graduation - B.Com
Optimistic and opportunistic are the adjectives which justify me. I take
professionalism in every task which is assigned to me. Completed internship in
CONCOR and learned the operation and movement of dry and reefer containers.
Experienced the role of Inland Container Depot in these such movements and
operations. Learned the EXIM processes and role of Customs in the export and
import of cargo.

Harshit Srivastava, Graduation -Bach. Management Studies
Harshit is a unique thinker and leader. Along with being creative and innovative,
with flexibility in his approaches to handling various tasks and challenges, he has
always been an inquisitive student who believed in practical and experiential
learning, instead of merely accumulating theoretical knowledge. During his
internship at the Shipping Corporation of India, he worked on the Cabotage
movement in port pair combinations.

Himanshu Kumar, Graduation - BBA
Himanshu Kumar is a highly enthusiastic individual who is open to exploring new
avenues of learning. He is self-motivated and a positive person who can manage
well under pressure. During his two-month tenure as a supply chain intern at
RITES, he drafted a new model for the project with regard to RITES SOPs.
Himanshu likes working out and also came in second in a marathon.



Himanshu Singh , Graduation-B.Tech (Mechanical)
Himanshu Singh is a go-getter who consistently goes the extra mile to procure
utmost excellence. His tenure at ICD Tughlakabad has prepared him for the
management aspect of dry ports. He aspires to be an exceptional Today leader.
Why today and not tomorrow? Because he believes that if you want to ignite
change tomorrow, you have to begin today.

Ijaz Ali N, Graduation - B.Tech (EEE)
Ijaz is very passionate and open to learning something new. As a supply chain
intern with CONCOR for two months, he improved warehouse operations and
contributed insightful rail planning and stack management ideas. Being a highly
optimistic and creative person, he is able to introduce and incorporate effective
new technical elements that are simple to use into supply chains.

Kaushik N Gaekwad, Graduation - B.Sc. (Maths)
He is simple, content, and a real-time player who believes in alignment and
execution over strategy and ideas. His imagination is what makes him stand out,
and he is excited about where the industry is going. Being a fresher and having
done an internship, he will develop expertise and contribute to the goals of the
company.

Kripa Ranjan Sarkar, Graduation - B.Sc. (Fishries & Maths) 
Kripa Ranjan Sarkar is an MBA student at Gati Shakti Vishwavidyalaya, with a
focus on Logistics and Supply Chain. He gained practical experience in root and
cost optimization, and scheduling of rakes during his summer internship at RITES,
Kolkata. He done his graduations in Mathematics and Fishery Sciences. He is also a
national-level handball player, which has helped him develop teamwork and focus
skills. His passion for the field and experience makes him an excellent candidate
for a career in Logistics and Supply Chain Management.

Kshitij Anand, Graduation - B.Tech (IT)
Kshitij Anand is a polite person who is honest and timely. He works well in a team
but also works well alone since he likes to create goals that he will attain. He
honed his listening and communication abilities in a student-facing position. He is
a person with a creative mind who is always up for a new challenge. Having
worked in business development, he is very organised and constantly plans to
ensure he handles his time efficiently.

Lalit Kaushik, Graduation - B.Com (Hons.)

Lalit is a self-motivated person with quick decision-making skills and a forward
thinking mindset. He is a team player with effective problem-solving skills, a
solution oriented approach, and a desire to collaborate with others. During his
internship at Wipro Consumer Care and Lighting, he was responsible for designing
a warehouse based on its demand in order to reduce the time in the supply chain
process. He is eager to take on new tasks and come up with innovative and
practical solutions to difficulties.



Nikhil Kumar, Graduation - BBA
Nikhil completed his graduation from GGSIPU and did his internship at the Airport
Authority of India under the operations department. From there, he learned about
various aspects of the airline industry as well as the smooth flow of airport
operations. He is a person who loves to travel to new places and meet new people
and their cultures.

Pankaj Kumar, Graduation - B.Com
Pankaj Kumar is organized, diligent, honest, and displays high standards of work
ethics. He is self-motivated, loyal, and a positive person who can manage well
under pressure. During his internship at Minda Industries, he demonstrated his
ability to create supplier row material planning as well as production planning
and some other purchase department processes such as creating purchase
requisitions, purchase orders, supplier indents, perpetual inventory management,
and transportation planning. Being a creative and articulate person enables him to
provide practical solutions that bring about positive change.

Pratik Sukhadev, Graduation - B.Sc. (Agri.)
Pratik is a dedicated, curious, and hardworking individual with a creative
approach to his work. He exhibited his problem-solving abilities using logical and
analytical skills with good interpersonal communication. He comes from an
agricultural background and hopes to combine domain knowledge with logistics
and supply chain management to improve the sector(s).

Rohit Tyagi , Graduation - B.Com
Rohit is a dedicated, hardworking, and inquisitive person with creative ways to
achieve tasks. He has a passion for the supply chain and finance sectors. He has a
degree in Bachelor of Commerce and has previously worked in the social auditing
space. He has completed his summer internship at an emerging start-up as a
supply-chain management operations intern.

Ruby, Graduation - BA (Economics)
Ruby is a talented, ambitious, punctual, and hardworking individual with
knowledge of operations, project management, and supply chain management.
Her core technical skills include MS Office, Excel, Tally, CorelDRAW, Adobe
Photoshop, and RStudio. During her internship with Rail India Technical and
Economic Service Limited (RITES Ltd.), she gained valuable professional
experience in logistics and supply chain management. She is efficient in meeting
deadlines.

Saurav Maurya, Graduation - B.Com
Saurav is determined and ambitious. He holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree.
During his internship at RITES, he obtained valuable experience. He also enjoys
conversing with new individuals and discovering more about them. He finds this
skill especially helpful while working on projects with new team members. In his
free time, Saurav enjoys playing the guitar and listening to music.



Shailesh Bhai Bhil, B.Tech (Chemical Engineering)
I have 4+ years of experience in production and operation in the chemical
industry, I am also better at manpower management and resource utilization and
very determined. Independent and enthusiastic learner with natural leadership
and team skills. I have a good academic background and versatile knowledge in
the fields of transportation, supply chain and operations. I am very adaptable and
have always shown a creative approach to solving complex problems and working
smoothly under pressure.

Shivangi Pandey, Graduation -B.Com(Hons.)
Shivangi is a hardworking individual with high enthusiasm. She does her work
efficiently, has a positive attitude towards all problems, is a team player with good
communication skills, and is particular about her work. During her internship at
CONCOR, she learned about port operations, ICD management, and the EXIM
process, including documentation, with great enthusiasm.

Shubham Singh, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Shubham is a highly dedicated and goal-oriented individual with a passion for
logistics and supply chain management. He published three research papers in
prestigious international publications as a result of his research-focused mindset
at VIT University, Vellore. He has excellent analytical and problem-solving skills. A
summer internship at the Airports Authority of India enhanced his learning,
abilities, and logistics-related understanding. His business abilities helped him
place third in the 8th China International Entrepreneurship Competition.

Sparsh Agarwal, Graduation- B.Sc.(IT)
Sparsh is person who calmly observes surrounding to make critical decision about
situations with mental clarity. He believes in identifying the cause before jumping
to solve any problem. He has done his internship at RailTel Corporation and has
observed various business under it. Sparsh has previously worked in IT domain
for about 32 months with big 4. Sparsh also has keen interest in design thinking
and love to connect with people. He believes in creating his own identity with his
work style.

Srajan Varshney, Graduation -BE (EEE)
An individual who is enthusiastic about embracing challenges and finding
meticulous solutions. Being a business freshman and proselyte, the thoughts have
an enormous range, resulting in the kindling of conversations and views, making
the individual a leader and a good listener. With sheer determination, he is
industrious and eager to get the desired results. With his flexible mindset, he can
confer, communicate, and collaborate with a team.

Stuti Jain, Graduation - BA (Hons.)
Stuti is quite diligent, inquisitive, and dedicated to the work assigned. During her
project at Indus Euro Consulting Services GmbH, she demonstrated good research
skills. The Summer Internship at Prakash Chemicals International Pvt. Ltd.
provided her exposure to strategic sourcing while working on projects, "Value
Chain of Palm Oil" and "Demand and Supply Analysis to Find Exportable
Products." She is organized, efficient, and optimistic.



Subhajit Hazra, Graduation - B.Tech (Electrical)
Subhajit is a highly enthusiastic individual who is open to exploring new avenues
of learning. During his two-month tenure as a supply chain intern at Shankar
Packaging Limited, he optimised logistics operations, provided valuable insights in
minimising truck turnaround time, reduced logistics costs, and prepared export
documentation. He has the ability to bring in and integrate new technology aspects 
into the supply chain that are efficient and easy to implement. He is highly
organised and optimistic.

Sudarshan Singodia, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Sudarshan is ambitious and driven; he thrives on challenges and constantly sets
goals. He is looking for an opportunity to do better and achieve greatness. During
his internship, he worked as a management trainee in North Western Railway for
two months, where he learned about Indian Railway operations in various
departments and is eager to apply what he learned.

Sudhanshu Madhav, Graduation - B.Tech (Mechanical)
Sudhanshu Madhav is a highly enthusiastic, motivated Mechanical Engineer
pursuing MBA in Logistics and Supply chain management. He has successfully
completed his management internship of 8 weeks tenure at J.B.M GROUP,
Gurugram. He had been holding part in their project at the inventory store and the
procurement department. He is organized, optimistic, flexible, and work oriented.
He is motivated by knowledge of practical working.

Sudhanshu Rawat, Graduation - B.Com
Sudhanshu Rawat is a commerce graduate looking for an opportunity to work for
an organisation to start his career. He will try to give his all to that company while
also applying the concepts and ideas he has learned during the course. He has
some good communication skills and is willing to learn more to get the best out of
him.

Sudhanshu Singodia, Graduation - B.Tech (Electrical)
Sudhanshu Singodia is goal-oriented, and he considers the pressure of meeting
targets as a motivation to do better every time. He worked as an instructor of
engineering drawing for 20 months, where he monitored students, evaluated
them on the basis of their performance, and provided moderate classroom
discussion for them. He also worked as a management trainee in Shree Cement for
two months during his internship, where he worked on the journey risk
management of trucks and trains.

Sumitabh Paul, Graduation - B.Tech (Tools Engg.)
Sumitabh is a hardworking logistician and supply chain professional with five
months of experience as a process engineer (GET) at PPAP Automotives Ltd. also
done internships in PCIPL (strategic sourcing department), DRDO (solid state
physics laboratory), and DMRC (rolling stock department). He is a quick learner,
innovative, and has a positive attitude in any kind of situation. He believes that
"life is all about grabbing the opportunity."



Surajit Maji, Graduation -BBA
Surajit is a highly motivated, passionate, and inquisitive individual with a passion
for the supply chain and logistics sectors. His skill at listening helps him
understand complex issues. During his internship at Raymond Limited, he
undertook two projects: OTIF analysis and improvement for the Raymond Vapi
Plant and logistics analysis of two service providers of Raymond.

Urvashi Mishra, Graduation - B.Tech (Electrical)
Urvashi is an enthusiastic supply chain professional and an electrical engineer
who has 2 years of work experience in the manufacturing industry. She did her
internship at NHSRCL Ahmedabad, where she optimised the renewable energy
procurement on the Mumbai-Ahmedabad national high-speed rail corridor. This
project gives an approach to making a green high-speed rail corridor that runs
fully on renewable energy.
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